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early 2020s, employers who are unable
to proactively adapt to the change in
mindset will be in danger of falling
behind.
“You
are
risking
becoming
an
unattractive work place, which in turn will
mean not being able to attract the best
talent. Another risk is that the existing
employees will find the company or
organisation boring and choose to leave,”
Ulf Boman tells The LINK.

WO R K I N G
UP THERE,
E V E RY W H E R E
Someone who is actively urging his coworkers NOT to come in to the office
unless they have a good reason is Julian
Stubbs, founder and CEO of global cloud
based consultancy group UP THERE,
EVERYWHERE. Instead of offices, the
company has two creative spaces, one
in Stockholm and one in New York, and
most of the work is carried out – well, up
there, everywhere, in the cloud.
“We tell them not to come into the office
unless they have a client meeting or
want to come in and collaborate together
and work internally – but do not waste
time trying to get here when you can
work more effectively at home, by being
online and being available on Skype or
other digital meeting places,“ Stubbs
tells The LINK.
Meeting at the agency’s hub in
Stockholm, Stubbs tells The LINK how
the idea for UP was born after realising he
spent nearly two weeks of the year in his
car, commuting from his home in Sigtuna
to work in central Stockholm. During a
walk in Stockholm’s Humlegården with
his former business partner Eric Dowell,
at the time based in New York, the need
for change was discussed. Surely there
must be a better way. The idea to start a
cloud based agency was born.
Because the two founders were based
on different continents, the company was
international from the beginning. Today, it
consists of over 150 people based in 19
cities across the globe. These, Stubbs
is quick to point out, are not employees
but members of a community. In fact,
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to be considered for a position within
this community, one would need to be
recommended by an active Member.
And all must agree to work using the
same processes, and receive a thorough
induction. The company makes sure
everyone gets to meet up at least once a
year, when they do some team building
together. With this kind of business
model, clients can be assured of getting
a truly international team.
“The Strategic Brand Person might be
here in Stockholm, the Account Manager
in Silicon Valley, the Social Media Advisor
might be based in Boston,” says Stubbs.
For one of the UP members, this kind
of working has made him being able to
realise a lifelong dream, to work from
home and own a horse farm.
“We don’t have any demands on him
going to any office anywhere. He is
available all the time for us and that is
the perfect scenario, that is how it should
be.”
However, this kind of working is not for
everyone. Some people, even within the
UP team, thrive in meetings with other
people. And that is what the creative
hubs are for.
“Some people prefer to come in to an
office, they’re extroverts and they get
their energy from other people. I am not
one of them. I would gladly sit and work
forever and never meet anyone. But you
really do have both types,“ says Stubbs.
That the idea of a new kind of agency came
to him in Sweden is not a coincidence to
Stubbs, the country’s progressive way of
looking at the work-life balance as well
as employment, the advanced online
banking, the digital solutions and the
framework needed to set up a limited
company made it ideal. However, he is
confident that the business model could
– and will – equally work in the UK too.
Also, Stubbs is convinced that this IS the
future of work. At least for the service
industries.
“We think that you’ve got to give people
the flexibility to work when they want
and live when they want, provided they
deliver, it doesn’t matter, “ Stubbs tells
The LINK.

Do not waste time trying to
get here when you can work
more effectively at home.”
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S TO C K H O L M ’ S
MOST EXCLUSIVE
WO R K P L AC E :
M AT C H PA L AC E
Words: REBECCA MARTIN

N

ot far from Stockholm’s Central
Station, a stone’s throw from
chic Östermalm and a skip, hop and
a jump from exclusive department
store Nordiska Kompaniet lies the
Match Palace. Once the headquarters
of matchstick magnate Ivar Kreuger,
it is today a place where weary
business travellers can find restful
refuge, an office oasis and a home
away from home for the day. The
LINK spent a day working remotely
from Stockholm’s most exclusive
work place.
The Match Palace was designed by
iconic Swedish architect Ivar Tengbom
and erected over two years in the later
1920s. It was commissioned by the
legendary Swedish businessman Ivar
Kreuger, whose life was laced with
scandal and whose death in Paris in
1952 is still shrouded in mystery. His
company, Swedish Match, stayed in
the building until 1991 when it finally
passed hands. Today the property is
owned by Ethiopian-Saudi businessman
Mohammed al-Amoudi, whose company
Midroc Real Estate remain in situ on
the top floor. Today, SCC Members
Lundqvist and Lindqvist Konferens
have the run of the two lower floors, one
housing ample conference and meeting
spaces and the other a private members
club.
I arrive in a snow storm, taking refuge
in the pretty courtyard, not paying
the exquisite Carl Milles statue the
attention it clearly deserves. Taking a
quick look around what will no doubt
be a charming place to sit in summer, I
enter the building. Despite the tempting
scents emanating from the restaurant
kitchen, I head upstairs - because I will
be spending today in Stockholm’s most
exclusive work place - The Club.
In Stockholm on business, but with a
full day’s work still waiting to be done,
I am in dire need of somewhere to
park my laptop. I have emails to send,
calls to make, fires to put out and a
sneaking suspicion that my colleagues
have forgotten to send out an invite I
painstakingly prepared ahead of leaving
London. Arriving at The Club, however,

I am instantly reassured that everything
is going to be alright. The first thing that
strikes me is the silence. Not a heavy,
oppressive silence, but the kind that
soothes. I am shown my home for the day,
a room consisting of four workspaces,
but that I have the run of for the day.
As a member of the club, you can choose
to book a private room, a fixed desk
space (in a room of four or two) or access
to the Club lounge areas, including Ivar
Kreuger’s spectacular and heritage-listed
boardroom. Whatever you choose, all
members have access to the Palace’s
meeting areas with rooms for between
two and sixty visitors.
Ensconced in my new office, I plug in
my MacBook, put my tablet and phones
on charge and decide to explore. There
has been talk of coffee and biscuits
being available at all times. I am not
disappointed.
I pad down the carpeted corridors past
the pantry and several other offices.
Everything is functional and comfortable,
but it is the attention to detail that makes
the place exceptional, the quirky little
things that makes me appreciate my
surroundings even more. The furniture
is a collection of original pieces from the
Kreuger days intermingled with treasures
pulled out of the building’s attics and
storages and lovingly restored to their
former glory. To this have been added
new and functional pieces, creating
a warm feeling amid the sumptuous
surroundings. Each item, from the hand
soap and sewing kit in the lavatories to the
pens and notebooks on the desk spaces,
is clearly handpicked by someone with

impeccable taste and a sense of humour.
The place breathes style and exclusivity, but
at the same time warmth and friendliness.
Every piece is placed with intention, every
effort made for my comfort.

missed breakfast, I enjoy my lunch so
much, while trying to observe without being
intrusive, that I completely miss the Very
Important Person having an incognito lunch
with a friend who is a member.

Far from the minimalistic, sleek spaces you
associate with modern day work hubs, this
is an office where you will be known and

This is not a place to come to network,
although networking takes place. The people
who move around the corridors have no
pressing need to connect, because they are
already well connected. Despite this, there
is a lot of chatting going on around the lunch
tables and it is very clear that the Members
know and appreciate each other’s company.
Over the course of the afternoon, I explore
my surroundings, write my emails, make
my calls and come and go from scheduled
meetings in town. When I return from the
hustle and bustle of the city, my things
remain untouched and my room clearly my
own.

The tongue in cheek rules are pretty sensible - and
also very Swedish

recognised. The friendly staff are keen to
make you feel welcome and comfortable.
They are the facilitators, those that ensure
the smooth running of the place. The quirky
house rules (on the wall in two places, so
we know it’s serious) state that we are to
treat them as colleagues. This is both very
Swedish and very sensible. Besides, with
the level of professionalism and efficiency I
have seen so far, I want to bring them back to
MY office. I read the rules carefully, secretly
congratulating myself on both my choice of
outfit (in accordance with my body type) and
my ringtone (boring).
In the morning, breakfast is served in the
kitchen and members are also invited to
take their lunch there, free of charge. Having

In the afternoon - because this is Sweden –
there is fika; coffee and tea, with a cake or
bun to go with it. Hot drinks, biscuits and fruit
are available from the kitchen and in some of
the other common areas all through the day.
As this is Wednesday, after work drinks is
planned for the members and their guests,
but instead I head downstairs to the gym,
which is available at all times to members
of the club. Boutique but equipped with the
latest in gym equipment and the possibility
for members to book PT time, the gym does
not disappoint. Afterwards I wind down with
a sauna and contemplate a day well spent.
The only good thing with heading out into
the snowy Stockholm at the end of the day
is the knowledge that I can return when next
in the city.
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